Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

Word
indemnify

1.
2.

v. [to protect against future loss, damage or liability] insure;
assure
v. [to repay for loss or damage] compensate; recompense;
reimburse; remit

indentation

n. [the formation of a dent or slight hollow in a surface] dent;
notch; groove; deep recess

indeterminate ®

adj. [not precisely determined or established] vague; indefinite;
uncertain; ambiguous

indicative

adj. [giving an indication or suggestion] suggestive; signifying;
implying; connotative

indigence ®

n. [poverty] want; need; destitution

determinate

Analogy: indigence : wealth :: redundance :: indispensability
indignation

n. [anger that is a reaction to injustice] ingratitude; pique;
resentment; outrage

indolent ®

adj. [disliking or avoiding work] lazy; slothful; otiose; idle;
truant; lethargic; sluggish
Analogy: indolent : shirk :: miserly : hoard

indomitable

adj. [not easily discouraged or conquered] unconquerable;
unsubduable; unyielding; dauntless

induct

1.
2.
3.

inductive

v. [to place ceremoniously or formally in an office or
position] invest
v. [to bring in new people formally into a society or
organization] initiate
v. [to enrol in armed forces] draft; conscript; enlist

adj. [proceeding from the particular facts to a general
conclusion]

deductive

Related Words:
deductive: adj. drawing inferences from general principles
indulgent

adj. [inclined to indulge; kind or lenient] permissive; tolerant; lax;
lenient

abstemious; ascetic;
spartan

Analogy: abstemious : indulgent :: austere : decorated
inebriated

adj. [drunk; excited by a chemical substance such as alcohol]
intoxicated; tipsy

ineffable

1.
2.

adj. [incapable of being expressed in speech] indescribable;
indefinable; unspeakable; unutterable
adj. [too sacred to be spoken] unutterable; unnameable

Analogy: ineffable : description :: irradicable : obliterate
ineluctable

adj. [impossible to avoid or escape] inevitable; inescapable;
certain; unavoidable

easily avoided

Analogy:
ineluctable : avoid :: impervious : penetrate
ineluctable : chance :: serendipitous : effort
inert ®

1.
2.

adj. [tending to be physically or mentally inactive; dull]
torpid; sluggish
adj. [having inertia, i.e., without power to move or resist
motion]

Analogy: inert : react :: persistence : vacillate
inestimable

adj. [beyond calculation or measure; too valuable to be properly
measured] immeasurable; invaluable; priceless; precious

active; dynamic

